Meyer ’96 urges attorneys to be business-oriented and self-aware during UH Law Center talk

Mercedes K. Meyer ’96 delivered a talk entitled “Tales in Practicing Law for Rebel Women” at the University of Houston Law Center on Tuesday.

Nov. 13, 2019 - Mercedes K. Meyer urged members of the legal profession to be enterprising while also taking time for personal wellness during a discussion Tuesday at the University of Houston Law Center.
Meyer ’96 urges attorneys to be business-oriented and self-aware during...
Meyer’s talk was the third of three discussions presented by the Diversity & Inclusion Committee. Previous events included a talk on the rise of anti-Semitism in Germany and the U.S. with Associate Professor of Law and Political Science Zachary D. Kaufman and Professor Dr. Eric Hilgendorf of the University of Würzburg in Germany, and a lecture on countering implicit bias with University of Louisville Brandeis School of Law Professor Laura McNeal, who also works with the Charles Hamilton Houston Institute for Race and Justice at Harvard Law School.